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Strato Offline Module Overview

For those users who occasionally need to work with Strato without an Internet connection, a new
module has been added to support offline work, enabling you to do the key clinic tasks on the local
PC.

The below image demonstrates possibilities and benefits of the Offline module.

The Strato offline module is an add-on, which you can order separately in addition to your Strato
license.
The purpose of the Strato Offline mode is that you can do home visits in areas without an Internet
connection in a simple and effective way. Therefore, we have added a new feature, allowing you to
save some of the Strato data on the local PC while being offline, and then later transfer data to the
central Strato database when you are online again.
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Using Strato Offline

When you run Strato, it will automatically detect whether the workstation is online or not.
If online, a typical scenario, Strato will simply start with the full functionality.
If offline, Strato will inform you about that and you will have the option to run Strato in Offline mode;
with a somewhat limited and basic functionality compared to running Strato Online.
In offline mode, you will be able to:


Create and edit client demographic data;



Perform audiometric measurements;



Do hearing instrument fittings;



Perform REM/HIT measurements;



Writing journals.

However, some Strato features are only available when running online; in particular:


Strato scheduler;



EXPLORER views;



Articles, stock, and invoicing;



Appointment notifications via SMS;



Document handling.
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Preparing Clients for Offline Use

Let’s imagine that you are going to do some home visits (where there is no Internet connection) the
next couple of days and you need to have some client data available for offline use. You will perform
the following steps.
1. From the Scheduler EXPLORE page, search for the clients having appointments scheduled
for the next 6 days, for example.

2. Select only the clients who you are going to work with offline (the above image shows a filter
that searches for appointments for the next 6 days) and then select Prepare clients for offline
from the Export menu.
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3. Within Client EXPLORER, select a specific client and add this client to the offline database.

4. These clients are now also available in offline mode, and the list is displayed on the Strato
front page.

5. Close Strato. Now offline clients will be also available if you need to run Strato without
access to Internet.
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2.2

Working Offline

If you open Strato on a PC without an Internet connection, you will get this message:

If you select “Yes”, Strato will open in offline mode. Log in with your user details and you will see the
Strato start screen with a list of clients available in offline mode (the clients you prepared for offline
before). You will have an access to the key data for these clients, i.e. all measurements and hearing
instrument fitting data.
In case you did not prepare any clients for offline work, Strato will display an empty list of clients.
However, you will be able to create new clients in offline mode and do the required measurements
and fittings.
You can select any client from the list and view the client´s history.
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You will be able to work with all audiometric modules and fitting modules installed on the local PC.
The below image shows the so-called Noah modules, but fitting modules from hearing instrument
manufacturers as well as measurement modules from manufacturers of audiometric equipment can
be selected if they were installed.

In the below example we have performed a new audiogram, and you can see that an audiogram
action has been added to the Session history list.
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When you return to the Clinic Tasks page, you will notice a green checkmark, meaning that this client
has been edited in offline mode.
You can also create a new client (or a duplicate of a client already in your online database) and
perform the desired measurements or fittings.

In this example, we have created a journal for a client.
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When closing a client (and thus returning to the overview Client Tasks page), you will see that a
client has been added in offline mode.

2.3

Merging Offline Clients

When you return to the office (or any other location with an Internet connection) and start Strato,
it will run in the normal (online) mode.
Strato prompts you to have offline clients on the local PC and recommend you to upload them to the
online cloud database.

After you click Yes, Strato will start the synchronisation (moving offline clients to the cloud-based
online database).

When synchronisation is finished, your Strato online database will contain all your clients (including
those who you worked with or created in offline mode), and you can continue working with Strato
as usual.
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Essential Information about Strato Offline Module

Strato is primarily an online system with all the benefits that come from using a cloud-based system.
We do, however, know that some Strato users must be able to do the basic clinic work also in areas
without an Internet connection. Consequently, we have added this new functionality – but in such a
way that your data are strongly protected and your cloud-based database updated, in particular:
1. We have limited the number of clients to be stored on your local PC to 100 in order to protect
your data from being copied to local systems.
2. Only Strato users who used Strato online on the local PC can log-in to offline mode.
3. We allow to work offline up to 14 calendar days; hereafter you cannot log-in to Strato until
the PC is connected to Internet and to the central Strato database.
a. This is done to protect your data and ensure that the cloud-based Strato database is
updated.
When enabling the Offline module, all Strato administrators and users will be able to use the Strato
Offline features. However, you can limit an access to the Strato offline functionality by assigning
different Strato User roles and in this way control the access of users to the Offline module.
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Contact

In case you have any questions on the Offline module, please feel free to contact us at any time at
stratosales@auditdata.com. We will be happy to assist you and answer your questions.
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